We present an approach for position invariant recognition of individual objects in composite scenes, combining neural networks and algorithmic methods. A dynamic network of spiking neurons is used to generate object denition and gure/ground separation via temporal signal correlations. A shift invariant representation of the network spike activity distribution is subsequently realized via the amplitude spectrum of the Fourier-transform. Objects and their transformed representations are therefore linked in the time domain. The model segregates scenes and classies individual patterns independent of their position in the input scene.
Introduction
In machine pattern recognition, shift-, size-, and rotation-invariant pattern descriptions can be generated via global transforms, such as the Fourier-, R-, and Mellin-transform. Since the absolute value of the Fourier-resp. Mellin-transform of the pattern has to be calculated in order to obtain the invariances, the operations are nonlinear, and the R-transform, 8 inherently, is highly nonlinear. This nonlinearity implies that in a composite scene the components cannot be separated in the transformed domain.
In 1980, one of us (H. R.) proposed that object denition and gure/ground separation might be accomplished in the visual system via synchronized neural activity, 9{11 and that objects could be linked with their representations in the transformed domain via signal synchronity. Although concepts of neural information processing based on correlated neural activity 7;9 seemed highly speculative initially, they were later supported by the discovery of the so-called stimulus-induced oscillations, i.e. periodic local eld potentials that are generated by massive synchronizations in neural assemblies. 1;3{5 These experimental ndings stimulated increasing interest in models of biological information processing based on correlated neural activity. A v ariety of model neurons has been proposed that incorporate various temporal characteristics of biological cells, such as timedependent synaptic potentials, dynamic threshold mechanisms, and spike trains as incoming and outgoing signals. A recent theoretical analysis has shown that simple operations on phase dierences between spike trains provide a powerful computational tool that can be used to carry out highly complex computations on a small network of spiking neurons. 6 In this paper we present a study of the performance of a network of spiking neurons that was proposed in an earlier publication. 15 The network labels objects via temporal signal correlations: the activity of the model neurons in the assembly that responds to a given object is synchronized, and it is asynchronous to the activities of neural assemblies that respond to other objects. In our model, the neural network acts as a pre-processing module for gure/ground separation. The network's spike-activity distribution is subsequently Fouriertransformed for shift-invariant pattern recognition. Since the amplitude spectrum of the Fouriertransform of each object is synchronized with its representation in the object domain, the objects can also be separated in the Fourier domain.
The model presented here should not be considered as a model of information processing in the vertebrate visual system. Although the gure/ground separation mechanism is in close analogy to neural processes in the visual system, there is no evidence that a global Fourier-or Mellin-transform is executed anywhere in the central nervous system. 11 The purpose of our study was rather to clarify whether synchronizations | that have been shown to exist in the visual system and that can be realized in simple neural networks | constitute a useful tool for the labeling of features, regions and objects for machine pattern recognition.
Outline of the Model
The network consists of Marburg model neurons 2;13 that have leaky integrators at their synapses and whose threshold varies with the neurons activity (dynamic threshold). Their main dierence to other model neurons is that the input region of the Marburg neuron has two functionally dierent t ypes of synapses: The Feeding synapses determine the coding properties of a neuron (e.g. the receptive eld), whereas the linking synapses support synchronizations among mutually coupled units. Incoming signals at both, feeding channels and linking channels are weighted at the synapses, processed by leaky integrators, and summed up. The resulting feeding potential F(t) and the resulting linking potential L(t) interact modulatorily. (The term \modulatory" is used in analogy to the amplitude modulation in radio transmission, where the carrier amplitude is multiplied by 1+ signal amplitude. In neural networks, modulatory also means a type of interaction that changes the temporal structure (the pulse phases) of a spike train, without signicantly aecting the mean spike frequency. The activation of neuron i is, thus, given by
(summed up over all dendrites d). If the activation U i (t) exceeds the threshold, an output signal (action potential or spike) is generated: 
This connection scheme is identical for all neurons except for units close to the borders of the network. (In a more complex network, aspects of the connectivity known from brain research should be considered.) It has been shown that linking connections support synchronizations among mutually coupled model neurons. 2;12;15 In order to keep the neural net working within the optimum region of its operating characteristic, a global negative feedback to all neurons has been implemented. The inhibition strength is determined by the total activity o f the network: the output signals of all neurons are summed up, negated, and fed to an additional dendrite of each neuron. Since this dendrite exerts control functions only, its postsynaptic potential I(t) i s not inuenced by linking signals. Thus, the membrane potential of neuron (i; j) in the present network is (6) and we obtain the matrix N. The Fourier-transform is applied to N and the amplitude spectrum r is compared with stored prototype patterns. For this comparison r is treated as a vector: the prototype pattern p k which has the smallest Euclidean distance from r is selected and the pattern is classied as a pattern belonging to pattern class k. Figure 1 gives an overview of the signal paths in the model.
Simulation Results
The Fourier amplitude-spectra of nine patterns ( Fig. 2 ) have been stored in the models memory. Figure 3 (a) shows an input image containing two patterns that are presented to the model, starting with the tenth clock pulse. The object \brightness" is assumed to have the amplitude 1.0, the background amplitude is 0.1. In order to break up initial synchronizations due to simultaneous pattern presentation, the excitatory feeding synapses of the neurons receive random noise pulses of amplitude 1.0 during the course of the simulation, including the time before the image has been presented. of the two stimulated neural assemblies. y ij (t) denotes the spike output of neuron (i; j) in iteration step t. Due to the simultaneous presentation of the patterns, the multi-unit activities of the two neural assemblies are highly correlated at the beginning of the simulation. This condition, however, is not stable and during the following simulation steps the input noise causes a symmetry break in the activity of the neural network. Global inhibition de-synchronizes the multi-unit activities, while lateral linking connections ensure synchronizations among neurons responding to the same pattern. This causes the activities of model neurons that respond to a given pattern to become synchronized, and asynchronous (phase shifted) relative to the activities of neurons responding to the other pattern. This condition is stable: at a given time only one neural assembly, representing one pattern, is active. In the time average all assemblies are active with equal probability. The network, thus, has separated the patterns by generating two neural assemblies that re with dierent phases.
For an explanation of the network dynamics we start at an instant when the activities of the two neural assemblies are still highly correlated. In the course of the simulation, the input noise causes spontaneous output spikes of single neurons. These output signals are transmitted to neighboring units via linking channels. If the neurons are pre-activated by one of the patterns, linking signals will generate an increase of the membrane potential and U(t) will exceed the inhibition. The neurons become superthreshold; they re and activate additional units of that assembly. Activation is transmitted through the whole assembly in the form of an activity w a v e. Since the assembly responding to the other pattern is spatially separated from the rst one and since the range of linking connections is limited, this assembly receives inhibitory signals via global inhibition only. Thus, neurons of the assembly cannot become active. Neurons of the rst assembly that have just been active are now stronger refractory than those of the other assembly because their threshold has increased. Therefore, neurons of the other assembly will become active next. In the further course of the simulation, the activities of the two neural assemblies will alternate in time. 
of the pattern prototypes during the simulation period [0; t ], whereas A(i; t) denotes the number of activations of prototype i during the respective period. In the rst instance of the simulation, a wrong prototype (cross) is activated because the neural assemblies are not de-synchronized. After de-synchronization has stabilized the correct prototypes, C and D are alternately activated. R(i; t) converges on 0.5 for the correct prototypes. Thus, the system has correctly recognized the input patterns.
We h a v e tested the model's performance with 36 input images containing two patterns. Table 1 shows R(i; t = 512) for the respective simulations. Patterns that are present in the input image are printed in bold letters. 32 out of 36 input images cause a relative n umber of activations of almost 0.5 of the correct prototypes. Therefore, these images are correctly segregated and recognized. Some wrong classications that appear with small R-values in Table 1 are due to a non-complete de-synchronization at the beginning of the simulations. Note that for the pattern combination C=Din Table 1 , R(i; t = 512) differs from the result shown in Fig. 3(c) . This is due to dierent pattern positions and dierent input noise superimposed to the input image which leads to different dynamics in the networks activity that, on the other hand, leads to dierent classication frequencies. Only four images are not correctly processed. This is due to a poor de-synchronization of the respective neural assembly activities. It is noteworthy that R(i; t) indicates if dierent prototypes have been active with equal frequency. Therefore, R(i; t) is rather a measure for the quality of image segmentation than a measure for the safety of a recognition.
Discussion 4.1. Biological relevance
Our simulations show that a simple articial neural network is already capable of generating neural synchronizations similar to those observed in cat and monkey visual cortex. 1;3{5 Together with the neurophysiological ndings, the simulations support the hypothesis that synchronous assembly activity serves as a functional principle for feature binding, object denition and scene segmentation. 7;9 In spite of the similarity of the networks dynamics with the dynamics known from the visual system of cat and monkey, 1;3{5 we do not want to suggest that the network presented here is a model for information processing in the visual system. The network is far too simple in comparison with the highly complex biological networks; even the linking channels described above are much too simple to be a model of the selective linking in the brain. Our simulations were rather intended to clarify if biological mechanisms such as synchronization and de-synchronization can be used as tools in machine vision.
Implications for machine vision
The simulation results show that a neural network consisting of only one layer that performs a gure/ground separation via temporal coding is suitable as a preprocessing module in a shift invariant pattern recognition system. The network has been studied in detail in previous work. 13{15 Through limitations with xed-point n umbers for parameter values (amplications, post-synaptic potentials, and time constants) the eect of word length limitation on the dynamics of the network was examined. 13 The results indicate that oating-point precision is not required: the network is able to perform its basic task of gure/ground separation as long as the word length of the potentials does not fall short of a certain limit. 13 These results show that a minimumexpense hardware realization of the network is possible for applications in real-time machine vision systems. The networks gure/ground separation capability has also been studied in detail. The network has been shown to be able to separate up to eight non-overlapping patterns (if the patterns are of similar size and brightness 15 ) and to separate moving patterns over a considerable velocity range. 12 There are, of course, several problems that cannot be solved with such simple networks. One of them is the separation of overlapping objects: If two or more overlapping patterns are of equal brightness, there is no information in the input data that would allow the network to determine which regions belong to one or the other pattern. Another problem arises if patterns of dierent size are presented to the network. 15 The lowpass ltering of the networks output spikes leads to a temporal superposition of the input signals of the invariant processing module. The superposition causes problems if more than three patterns are presented. According to the temporal superposition, the Fourier-transform receives ambiguous neural signals and the quality of pattern recognition is impaired. 14 The reason for this failure is that the system for shift invariant pattern recognition has no dynamic adaptability, whereas the neural net is able to perform a self-organization process for gure/ground separation and segments images with up to eight objects, 15 the shift invariant system has no chance to adapt its processing stages to the dynamics of the network. In order to improve the recognition behavior of the model, one has to choose the time constants of the model in a way that reduces the eect of spike-superposition on the recognition behavior of the model. 15 Further studies have to clarify if an increase of the temporal sampling rate (e.g. ten sampling points/spike) solves the spike-superposition problem.
